UltraLight Performance
Simply MORE!

Item-#: MB-BUL-

Detailed information can be found at www.lefima.de

This ultra-light superlative combines low weight
with raised tuning precision.
Increased stability improves performance while
enhancing the playing experience. Count on the
drum’s robust build which, coupled with the number
of tension screws, offers the player accurate and
reliable tuning – even at higher tension. The use of
alternative materials and a unique lug technology
resulted in a new generation of marching drums - so
light that Lefima were honoured in the Guinness
book of the Records!

Design features
Ultra-light built waterproof bonded plywood shell and rims, in claws sunk-in tension screws, 2 ring mufflers, 4 stainless steel carrying loops, tuning key, tuning key
--> more Colors

Item-#

Shell/Bowl (Inch)

Shell/Bowl (cm)

Heads

Tension Screws

Weight (lbs / kg)

MB-BUP-2410-2HH

24" x 10"

60,0 x 25,5

PowerStroke Force III

16

4.8

MB-BUP-2414-2HH

24" x 14"

60,0 x 35,5

PowerStroke Force III

16

5.4

MB-BUP-2610-2HH

26" x 10"

66,0 x 25,5

PowerStroke Force III

20

5.2

MB-BUP-2614-2HH

26" x 14"

66,0 x 35,5

PowerStroke Force III

20

5.8

MB-BUP-2810-2HH

28" x 10"

71,0 x 25,5

PowerStroke Force III

24

5.6

MB-BUP-2814-2HH

28" x 14"

71,0 x 35,5

PowerStroke Force III

24

6.2
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Product Features
Mini Lugs made from light
metal
In the design of the ultra-light
lugs two things stood in the
fore: sturdiness and low
weight. The used aircraft aluminium has the...

Ultra-light Claws - Sunk-in
Tension Screws

Comfort Rims
Slimmer rims help very comfortably preventing injuries
while playing or accidental
mallet strokes on the rims.
The drums appears s...

Equipment
PowerStroke Force III
plastic material, white or black, single-ply with center dot and thin underlay ring at the outer
head edge to subtly dampen high f...

Additional Equipment
Unbeatable Rim Protector
Only a few centuries ago
wood has been hardened in
the fire. We developed a
method to make wood become even harder. Totally ...

Scratch Protection
The brilliant-hue „white“ and the
satin-hues „Melon, Orange
Flasch, Smoke, Chilli, Alert,
Mamba, Lizard, Royal, Battleship, Deep S...

Accessories
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MegaStroke-Felle for Hardcore-Drummer
The MegaStroke Heads are
made by Remo exclusively for
Lefima’s Ultimate- and PowerBUL range. They offer extreme durability a...

Rucksack-style Bag
Our Soft-Bags for bass drums
are super padded providing
almost as much protection as a
traditional hard case. Durable
and co...

Swivel Leg
These new legs protect your
instrument while resting on the
floor and can be easily and
swiftly folded away to reduce
volume in tr...

Plug & Play Carrier
As the name “Plug & Play” implies - simplicity is the key to this
carrier system: Extremely comfortable to carry and easy to a...

Recommended Mallets
For the marching sector we
offer a whole line of bass
drum mallets in varying degrees of hardness. All models
feature an adjustabl...

Cymbal Holder
All Lefima-cymbal holders have
a special insulation sleeve on
the inside that prevents direct
contact of the cymbal and the
mounti...

Cymbal Holder
All cymbal holders feature a
special interior insulator that
avoids direct contact from
cymbal to fixing screw – eliminating bothe...

Slings for Bass Drums
Simple Sling This sling is inexpensive and ideal for all who
position their drum
diagonally.Cross Slin...

External Add-on Tone Control
This tone control clamps at
any place of the rim, it can be
pivoted and its’ pressure can
be infinitely adjusted. It can be
comple...

Add-on Lyre for Bass Drums
with standard rims
This lyre is pilotable and can be
adjusted in angle. For better
transport, it can be folded down
and remains on the drum when
it i...
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Stands
This model features a wide
non-slipping support from high-solid soft plastic which can
be flash-adjusted by a unique
leverage syst...

ZDH Carrier
Adequate Adapters This adapter works with any drum which
has two carrying hooks that lie
sid...

Add-on Legs
Clamp directly at the rim, vibration-decoupled; individual
add-on positioning.Robust
abrasion resistant rubber buffers.

PowerStroke Force III
plastic material, white or black,
single-ply with center dot and
thin underlay ring at the outer
head edge to subtly dampen
high f...

Drum-Coolie
This model features a 50 cm
wide non-slipping support
from high-solid soft plastic
which can be flash-adjusted
by a unique leverag...
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This ultra-light superlative combines low weight
with raised tuning precision.
Increased stability improves performance while
enhancing the playing experience.
Count on the drum’s robust build which, coupled with
the number of tension screws, offers the player accurate and reliable tuning – even at higher tension.
The use of alternative materials and a unique lug
technology resulted in a new generation of marching
drums - so light that Lefima were honoured in the
Guinness book of the Records!
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